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ISSUE  Family, Parenting, and Relationships 
 
01 06 2020 at 9:00 More2Life 60 minutes  Dr. Greg Popcak who co hosts More2Life with his wife Lisa is the 
Executive Director of the Pastoral Solutions Institute an organization dedicated to helping people find faith filled 
solutions to tough marriage family and personal problems.  The topic of the day is Fear No More. This episode is 
focused on helping you overcome fear in the new year. The first caller is Rachel, from Texas. She is concerned 
about the possibility of sub-consciously abusing her future children, because she had a background of her dad 
mildly abusing her growing up. The Popcaks applaud and encourage her that she has recognized this and is trying 
to take the steps to stop the cycle in her family history. Dr. Popcak says that the people who tend to repeat history 
are the ones who do not talk about their past and try to hide from it. They give Rachel four questions to ponder 
about parenting. They encourage her to start to think about these questions even before she has children. Lisa also 
suggests three books for Rachel to get and read. The Popcaks continue to take calls for the remainder of the hour.

01 13 2020 at 9:00 More2Life 60 minutes  Dr. Greg Popcak who co hosts More2Life with his wife Lisa is the 
Executive Director of the Pastoral Solutions Institute an organization dedicated to helping people find faith filled 
solutions to tough marriage family and personal problems. The topic of the day is Your Emotional Best.  The 
Popcaks want to help their listeners discover how to have a healthier emotional life. Their first caller is anonymous 
from West Virginia who is seeking advice regarding her sister who has an approaching wedding date and is 
wondering if their personalities are truly compatible. Dr. Greg said that while she cannot tell her sister what to do 
she could advise her to seek the help of the person who could. Dr. Popcak recommended that she tell her sister to 
pray about this and to also pray with her fiancé.  He also suggested two of his books that she could give her. Finally 
Dr. Greg and Lisa pointed out that couples do have differences in personality but need to be able to compromise in 
order for the relationship to be able to move forward. For the remainder of the hour the Popcaks answered calls 
from other listeners.

01 22 2020 at 9:00 More2Life 60 minutes  Dr. Greg Popcak who co hosts More2Life with his wife Lisa is the 
Executive Director of the Pastoral Solutions Institute an organization dedicated to helping people find faith filled 
solutions to tough marriage family and personal problems. The topic of the day is All On Me.  If you ever feel like 
everything is falling to you. We'll help you share the emotional labor. Their first caller is Phillip from South Carolina 
who is feeling the weight of trying to reconcile a relationship with his wife’s adult son. Dr. Popcak talks about the 
wife and the son how they avoid problems. Dr. Popcak tells Phillip to lovingly challenge his wife in her avoidance of 
all problems. Dr. Popcak also says to continue to pray for the son, and let him know that you love him and are 
there for him. Occasionally send him a text or a card letting him know that you are thinking of him, but you cannot 
expect anything back. The Popcaks also suggest maybe seeking out counseling to help the avoidance issues that 
recur in the wife’s life. For the remainder of the hour the Popcaks answered calls from other listeners.

01 27 2020 at 9:00 More2Life 60 minutes  Dr. Greg Popcak who co hosts More2Life with his wife Lisa is the 
Executive Director of the Pastoral Solutions Institute an organization dedicated to helping people find faith filled 
solutions to tough marriage family and personal problems. The topic of the day is Going Negative.  The Popcaks 
will help you deal with negativity and all the negative people that are getting you down. Their first caller is 
Christina from Dallas. Christina explains how she grew up in a negative house with her mother who was abusive. 
She is looking for help with the negativity and guilty feelings she is experiencing. Christina’s older brother is the 
only person her mother will listen to. Dr. Popcak and Lisa explain to Christina that she cannot reason with her 
mother, because her mother is dealing with dementia. Dr. Popcak tells Christina that the three siblings need to sit 
down and decide what is best for their mother, because she is not capable of making decisions like that anymore. 
Dr. Popcak encourages Christina to have a plan to take care of her mom, and not to listen to the lies that she is a 
bad daughter. Lisa tells her to remember that she is working for the good of the other to help address those 
negative thoughts. For the remainder of the hour the Popcaks answered calls from other listeners.
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02 04 2020 at 9:00 More2Life 60 minutes  Dr. Greg Popcak who co hosts More2Life with his wife Lisa is the 
Executive Director of the Pastoral Solutions Institute an organization dedicated to helping people find faith filled 
solutions to tough marriage family and personal problems. The topic of the day is Stop Settling!  The Popcaks will 
help you discern the difference between acceptance and settling and start living the life God wants for you. Their 
first caller is an anonymous caller from Texas. She explains that she thinks that her family needs to be more 
disciplined especially in the bedtimes. Lisa congratulates this caller about being present to her kids and then asks 
her how she decides what time she starts the bedtime routines. The caller explains how the bedtime routines work 
and it tends to work better when they start at an earlier time. Lisa says that this caller seems to have a very good 
sense of time and how the day looks like. Lisa tells her to just be more conscious of the time and the circumstances 
when her husband is out of town for work. For the remainder of the hour the Popcaks answered calls from other 
listeners.

02 07 2020 at 9:00 More2Life 60 minutes  Dr. Greg Popcak who co hosts More2Life with his wife Lisa is the 
Executive Director of the Pastoral Solutions Institute an organization dedicated to helping people find faith filled 
solutions to tough marriage family and personal problems. The topic of the day is Happiness Is…  The Popcaks will 
help you increase your joy. Their first caller is Peggy from Ohio. Peggy explains that her adoptive brother had a 
really bad childhood prior to him getting adopted into their family. This brother harbors anger towards his past 
struggles and it affects Peggy, because he also resents her for not having a hard life like he did. Peggy’s brother is 
successful in business but not in relationships. Dr. Popcak suggests to Peggy that she should empathize with him to 
diffuse the emotional tension and then redirect them to something else, but you can’t tell him what to do. Dr. 
Popcak says that this problem mindset that he has is something that cannot be reasoned out of. Dr. Popcak gives 
Peggy some questions that she can ask her brother in order to diffuse the situation and redirect. For the remainder 
of the hour the Popcaks answered calls from other listeners.

02 17 2020 at 9:00 More2Life 60 minutes  Dr. Greg Popcak who co hosts More2Life with his wife Lisa is the 
Executive Director of the Pastoral Solutions Institute an organization dedicated to helping people find faith filled 
solutions to tough marriage family and personal problems. The topic of the day is More Than an Overcomer. The 
Popcaks will help you master the challenges of the week through God's grace. Their first caller is Maureen from 
Connecticut. Maureen is struggling with knowing where to draw the line with helping other people. She gives the 
example of her brother and how he asked to live with them. She does not know when to say yes and when to say 
no. Maureen said that her brother is not an easy person to live with. Dr. Popcak tells Maureen that her family 
dynamic is codependent and maybe even addictive and that Maureen does not have the capability to handle all of 
these situations, which is why she has started drinking. Dr. Popcak suggests Maureen to seek out the help of a 
group and even counseling to help her know where to set limits and how to handle hard situations better.  Dr. 
Popcak also encourages Maureen to set appropriate boundaries with her brother especially while he is living with 
her. Dr. Popcak also suggests for Maureen to check out the resources available online and also one of the books 
that Dr. Popcak has written. For the remainder of the hour the Popcaks answered calls from other listeners.

02 24 2020 at 9:00 More2Life 60 minutes  Dr. Greg Popcak who co hosts More2Life with his wife Lisa is the 
Executive Director of the Pastoral Solutions Institute an organization dedicated to helping people find faith filled 
solutions to tough marriage family and personal problems. The topic of the day is And Now For Something 
Completely Difference. The Popcaks will help you make some changes in your life or relationships. Their first caller 
is Audrey from Texas. Audrey explains that in her marriage, her husband tends to be narcissistic especially during 
fights. He will demand apologies and she is looking for advice on how to make her marriage better. She thinks 
things are on a downward spiral and she is wanting to change things before they get worse. Dr. Popcak suggests 
Audrey go to counseling. Dr. Popcak explains that marriage counseling probably will not work with her husband, 
because he is not interested in changing, because the relationship works for him. Dr. Popcak suggested counseling, 
so Audrey can learn to set up boundaries to protect herself from the techniques that her husband uses to 
overpower her. Dr. Popcak talks to Audrey about how a healthy relationship would handle a situation and he 
encourages Audrey to get to the point where she can call her husband out on his childish actions. Dr. Popcak gives 
Audrey a couple of books to read as resources. For the remainder of the hour the Popcaks answered calls from 
other listeners.
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03 06 2020 at 9:00 More2Life 60 minutes  Dr. Greg Popcak who co hosts More2Life with his wife Lisa is the 
Executive Director of the Pastoral Solutions Institute an organization dedicated to helping people find faith filled 
solutions to tough marriage family and personal problems. The topic of the day is Simon Says. The Popcaks will 
help you more effectively help the people you love. They will help you be someone's Simon of Cyrene. Their first 
caller is Elsa from New York. Elsa is concerned for her 23 year old daughter who is in a verbally abusive 
relationship. Elsas daughter seems to think that everything is fine, because he is not physically abusive, but Elsa 
thinks otherwise. Lisa empathizes with her and says as a mother she can understand Elsas concern with the 
relationship. Dr. Popcak suggests a book for Elsa to suggest to her daughter to read. This book would help her 
daughter to become aware and see how her boyfriend is verbally abusing her and the different tactics and 
patterns that he uses to be verbally abusive. Dr. Popcak tells Elsa to pray whenever she talks to her daughter. Dr. 
Popcak says not to lecture her daughter, but to allow her daughter to see the difference between real love and 
how her boyfriend treats her. For the remainder of the hour the Popcaks answered calls from other listeners.

03 16 2020 at 9:00 More2Life 60 minutes  Dr. Greg Popcak who co hosts More2Life with his wife Lisa is the 
Executive Director of the Pastoral Solutions Institute an organization dedicated to helping people find faith filled 
solutions to tough marriage family and personal problems. The topic of the day is Domestic Church Life. The 
Popcaks will help your family make a more meaningful connection with God and each other. Their first caller is 
Teresa from Texas. Teresa talks about how listening to EWTN is uplifting and encouraging and that EWTN is helping 
them to grow closer to God in this current crisis. Teresa encourages others to get down on their knees and pray. 
The Popcaks thank Teresa for he many words of encouragement. For the remainder of the hour the Popcaks 
answered calls from other listeners.
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